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About This Game

Invite a friend to explore the strange, yet beautiful world of darkness and light in Shadow Puppeteer, an award-winning, local co-
op adventure.

Assume the roles of a boy and his shadow, separated from one another by the evil shadow puppeteer. Work together to
manipulate light, solving puzzles that bring you closer to finding this villain and freeing other shadows he has stolen.

Winner of the 2015 Indie Prize Director’s Choice Award and applauded for its stunning art, enchanting music and clever
puzzles, Shadow Puppeteer will captivate players from beginning to end.

Key Features

Single Player or Local Co-Op
Enjoy Shadow Puppeteer by yourself or with the company of a significant other, family member or friend in shared-
screen co-op.

Easy-to-Learn Controls
Optimized for controllers, Shadow Puppeteer is easy to pick up for players of all skill levels.
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Entertaining Puzzles
Harness the power of light to solve cleverly crafted puzzles in 2D and 3D space.

Rich Atmosphere
Breathtaking 3D art and an amazing soundtrack transport you to the delightful world of Shadow Puppeteer.
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Title: Shadow Puppeteer
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sarepta studio
Publisher:
Snow Cannon Games
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher

Processor: Quadcore 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader model 3.0 with 512MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: We recommend playing this game with controllers

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish
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Actually quite scary this game :)
havent completed it yet, but so far i kinda enjoy it.
Try it out guys, for this price its worth it.

A bit of gameplay here:
http://youtu.be/r0ust1RAf-s. Unnecessarily obtuse and confusing, I surely wouldn't recommend this software. I believe it is a
piece of well-intentioned software, and may have a large amount of functionality; yet, it took me almost two hours to get a DVD
to play with it (after a few failed attempts before). That is not the kind of software I need, nor want. Perhaps if your hip to the
lingo, or an IT professional, then you may enjoy this software and its tinkerability. I just want something that works, not
something I have to work at.

As the movie I was just watching has finished, I'll now be uninstalling Zoom, and replacing with a more functionally and user-
friendly free solution.. This is really a well done game - does honor to JRPG and gives the players a new and wonderful world to
explore. Also awesome the stary features the perspective of a blacksmith. I think this is a great game. I own it both on Switch
and PC; countless hours wasted and enjoyed!. Well, after spending some time with the game... it's not that bad.
Playable for some hours or when u have little time.
But not worth more than 5,- \u20ac to spend for.

The Pro's:
- Easy Gameplay
- Nice Graphs, not sensational but good
- Nice animated zombies
- Fast reachable achievements
- Surroundings\/maps with good atmosphere
- Proper sound
- No bugs (till now)

The Con's:
- Small maps
- Just a handful maps
- Always same zombie types (about 8-10 different)
- Only solo
- For experienced shooter-players too easy
- Not enough motivating for playing it longer than 10-20 hours

If you wanna have some easy hours with zombies worth a try.
For longer motivation, more maps, more achievements and better supported game content
try KILLING FLOOR 2 (or even KF 1). CONTAGION is very cool too.
NO MORE ROOM IN HELL is a good alternative for free...

...and: not more than 5,- \u20ac for this one.

Cya in Game
Jake
. Very dumbed down interface, play normal Warzone instead.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/lewal9JtyOY

Welcome to the VR McCree Simulator, where it's always... HIGH NOON!
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Quick Draw puts you in the shoes of an old west gunslinger who spends his days having shootouts with ruffians. However it
sounds much more exciting that it actually is...

It got repetitive really quickly. More so than most wave based games. There was no indication that it was going to end, just
continue spawning new enemies. Reloading was tedious and forced you to holster one weapon at a time. More realistic, yes.
More fun, not really.

At 4.99, your mileage may vary. It's definitely not for me and I don't see me playing it but it could wow others. I think I'm more
on the No side on this one though. Really, the lack of gameplay variety and the slow repetitive pace are what push it over the
edge from being borderline to No.
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As good it has always has been. Definitally worth running through with a guide if you feel rusty with adventure games. An
amazing follow-up to an amazing original, this novel delivers even more thrills, chills, and spills (I'm so sorry) than the original.
In fact, a number of choices had me stressing out for approximately twenty minutes deciding which way to lean; not even a
Bioware game has ever done this to me. Play and read it. You'll be glad you did.. The next review in my series of reviews on all
the DLC this game has to offer. what I must first say is that this DLC is very similiar to the Muskateer DLC until you reach the
pet.

and this is why. you start with your hat. the hat for this DLC is not the best looking. but just like the other hats gives -30%
damage reduction. the only way I can see this hat having a use is if you are going for something with friends or just trying to
play the game with a bit or pirate style.

the same goes for the sword. when talking about the DLC weapons, this one really falls under others. it isn't quick enough to be
in a category with the daggers. and it isn't strong enough to fall into the category of the hammer. I found I never used this except
once when I was with a streamer and I said I was just going to be a pirate. hense how I explained before you will likely just use
this stuff for the cosplay aspect.

and now the pet. where this DLC gets it individuality. the pet parrot this pet is for surviving. giving more thirst and hunger
gauge to make you take longer before starvation or dehydration. and a scavenge bonus, to help find more items off zombies. and
of course the carry bonus as well as the zombie detection distance. and just like all the other DLC birds it takes a place right on
your survivors shoulder.

sorry if I haven't added much comedy into this. I just don't use the items and thus far have no funny situations to put in the
review.

I'd say I reccomend this just for collecting all the items purposes. and the occasinal uses. but beyond that the DLC will just go
uselessly into your private trunk.. Awesome tutorial. With a lot of different things to learn! As a knife lover and designer, this
tuto is perfect for me! I'm glad to have discover it!
I suggest to buy \/ see it on the chamferzone website or youtube. Because this is sadly impossible to follow a tutorial on the
steam player. We have to click on pause sooooo many times and doing a lot of rewind... And this player is absolutely not made
for this, trust me. And Steam propose only streaming... That mean you have to download the 1080p video every time you open
it! (under 720p this is useless for a tutorial, we can't see any text...). And if you are at the end of the tutorial, good luck to
download everything again entirely...

For a duration of 2 hours tutorial, it take at least one day to reach the end, due to many pause we have to do. Even if we are
more familiar with some task close to the end. So, this is a little heavy, but really cool and instructive! And at the end, you can
be really proud of your work ^^

I think, sometimes this is missing some direct information, because it happens to do some things without knowing why... This is
frustrating at the moment, but we understand why we do that later on the video.

After this full tutorial, you'll have enough knowledge to create your own knife and other things, at the same quality!

Thanks for this great tutorial. I totally suggest it!
. Not a great VR game for those prone to motion sickness. I can play vive optimized games for hours with no issues but this
made me ill within a few seconds. If you could control the movment of the machine with your head that would solve it.. I
actually like this game and fun playing but there are still few glitches. For example, sometimes your player is by the ball and you
try to return the ball and you character does nothing...weird. It happens a lot when receiving a serve which is frustrating. I do
like the gameplay when it does work and yes the commentary can be repetitive but not a big deal for me anyway. Career mode
is a lot of fun with the user being able to decide what type of player you want to using skill tree, equipment, coaches and agents.

I still recommend the game when on sale but if they fix these glitches in the gameplay, then you have a winner!. This game is
highly enjoyable so far. If you enjoy games like Myst, this will be up your alley. You'll need to get analogue for some of the
puzzles, so fetch a pen and paper, and pay attention to your surroundings for hidden clues. The atmosphere really sets the mood
and setting is beautiful.
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